The Zero-Gravity Band

Performance at SÓNAR+D’18
Project dossier

An international non-profit foundation that seeks to generate connections between
art, science and technology by working together with professionals in these fields.
We aim to add value to society and culture by incentivising the creation of innovative
interdisciplinary projects.
Aims
To disseminate scientific ideas and knowledge through art.
To promote the work of artists who carry out their art at the intersection between art and science.
To offer a platform where artists and scientists can meet and form
collaborative networks.
To contribute to the education of a responsible society with a view
to creating a more sustainable future by publicising and promoting
artistic and scientific research.

www.quoartis.org
@quoartis
@quoartis
@quoartisfoundation
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The Zero-Gravity Band
Idea and concept: Albert Barqué-Duran and Marc Marzenit.
An immersive light installation with 360º sound that recreates a zero gravity environment.
+
A display of materials to create visual and musical creations in zero gravity environments and
prototypes of smart “space” suits.
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1. Presentation
We are in the midst of the spatial technological revolution with the ultimate goal of sending
humans to live beyond planet Earth. It’s time to research and experience its potential cultural
implications. How will art and its perception change when we are not restricted to the physical
laws that planet Earth imposes on us?
This document presents The Zero-Gravity Band. This art and science project aims to reflect
and theorise on the way artistic production and aesthetic perception are influenced by the
gravitational forces of planet Earth; to research and design materials to create visual and musical
works in situations of zero gravity, and smart “space” suits; and to postproduce an immersive
light installation with 360º sound.
Prior experimentation for the artistic-immersive creation and the prototype design took place
during a parabolic flight. On this type of flight, the plane flies at an altitude of 6,000 to 8,000
metres, and the pilots perform between 15 and 45 parabolas, during which the passengers
are in microgravity for 22 seconds. Each phase of microgravity is preceded and followed by a
hypergravity phase, lasting 20 seconds, during which passengers are subjected to a gravitational
force about twice their weight (1.8 g).
The TZGB project was devised by the artists Dr. Albert Barqué-Duran (researcher and artist at the
City, University of London) and Marc Marzenit (musician, composer, sound engineer and music
producer) with the scientific participation of Albert Barqué-Duran himself and Dr. Elisa R. Ferrè,
director of the VeME Lab (Vestibular Multisensory Embodiment at the Royal Holloway University
of London). The recent research by Dr. Elisa R. Ferrè, on how humans perceive and experience
aesthetics under conditions of microgravity, has partly motivated the project, which has been
carried out thanks to the collaboration of researchers and artists at scientific, technological and
arts centres in Germany, Catalonia, the United States and the United Kingdom.
TZGB is a production of QUO ARTIS Foundation, a non-profit organisation that seeks to generate
connections between art, science and technology by working together with professionals in
these fields. Quo Artis aims to add value to society and culture by incentivising the creation of
innovative interdisciplinary projects.
In addition to The Zero-Gravity Band, Dr. Elisa Ferrè and Albert Barqué-Duran have applied to
the European Space Agency (ESA) to conduct a scientific parabolic flight. This research proposal
is the first attempt to create a neuroscientific model about aesthetic experience based on the
influence of gravity on perception and aesthetic evaluation. The aim is to promote the creation of
a European multidisciplinary research program with the participation of the laboratories working
in basic neuroscience (Royal Holloway University of London, United Kingdom), cognitive science
(City, University of London, United Kingdom), aesthetic psychology and philosophy (HumboldtUniversität zu Berlin, Germany) and applied technology (Nautilus Immersive, Spain).
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2. Conceptualisation
“But zero-g also has some disadvantages. […] a lot of people get nauseated. The way to feel
better is to ‘lose up’, to convince your visual system that ‘up’ is wherever you point your head and
‘down’ is where your feet are.”
American astronaut Marsha Ivins expresses very well the strangeness produced by microgravity.
Gravity is part of the experience of each individual once their nervous system has formed. Moving
away from the attraction of the Earth is an unprecedented change. And it also means (it demands,
according to Ivins) a radical change in how we see reality.
Outer space has always been seen as an inhospitable place for life: there is no gravity, no oxygen,
no radiation protection. However, this perception is changing. The Universe could be full of more
or less welcoming spots.
In 1967 the first “extremophile” organisms were discovered, capable of living inside a volcano
or in the depths of the ocean, in conditions similar to those of certain places in the Solar System.
Recent years have brought evidence of organic molecules on the moons of Jupiter and Saturn.
In 1995, the first “exoplanet” was discovered, a planet external to the Solar System. Since then,
thousands have been discovered, some of them very similar to the Earth.
For years, the physicist Stephen Hawking has been exhorting humanity to look for a new planet,
to save itself from climate change. The businessman Elon Musk hopes to fight it with his Tesla
electric cars. But if this plan fails, he has an ace up his sleeve: leaving the Earth on a SpaceX
rocket.
These ideas seem quite wild, but they are being developed alongside others such as tourist
space travel, missions to mine the resources of planets and comets, and so on. Everything points
to a greater human presence in space.
What cultural impacts will this have? How will the way we look at reality change? The Zero Gravity
Band poses these questions from a very basic yet also tremendously original point of view. How
does aesthetic perception change in conditions of microgravity? How does that environment
modify artistic work?
For example, gravity seems to affect our perception of verticality. We identify as vertical what is
aligned with gravity. What’s more, in normal conditions we have a clear preference for vertical
lines, according to studies carried out by the neuroscientist and project member Elisa Ferrè.
The researcher has verified that this preference, which manifests itself from the Egyptian obelisks
to Mondrian’s orthogonal lines, can be made to disappear by manipulating the vestibular system,
the internal sensors in the ear, which carry the signal of gravity, among others, to the brain. The
project aims to follow this lead and find out what happens when gravity is virtually eliminated,
during a microgravity flight.
The Zero-Gravity Band goes much further: it proposes an entire creative process. The analysis of
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its results promises to be inspiring.
It will also have something to say about things on Earth (as always happens with space research).
An improved understanding of the mechanisms of orientation and balance could shed light on
the mysterious phenomenon of dizziness produced by virtual reality, affecting 80% of its users,
although there is no real movement. Reducing nausea is also one of the foremost challenges
facing the autonomous car industry.
Finally, the project will serve to reflect on the limits of human exploration of space: insurmountable
biological barriers, which perhaps only cyborg technology can overcome.

3. Objectives
The aim of The Zero-Gravity Band is to allow the broadest possible public to reflect on human
life beyond planet Earth, and specifically, the cultural and artistic implications it will have. To
this end, it sets out to create a dialogue on the subject between researchers in such varying
disciplines as art, science, technology and philosophy
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4. Description: Installation and material on show at
SÓNAR+D
The Zero-Gravity Band creative project consists of an immersive installation and an exhibition.
The immersive installation, created by Marc Marzenit and Albert Barqué-Duran, in collaboration
with Playmodes, is a sound and light creation that aims to explore audiovisual-vestibular
interaction, seeking to induce similar sensations in the public to those of zero gravity by means
of visual and auditory stimulation.
The exhibition consists of an audiovisual explaining the project and a display of the S A V N A C
and TELEMETRON prototypes, devised and designed to create art and music in zero gravity, in
space ships or in the void of space; and the smart space suits designed according to criteria of
conceptualisation of aesthetic perception in zero gravity.
CREATIVE INSTALLATION

Sound and Light Immersive installation
Artists and ideologists: Albert Barqué-Duran and Marc Marzenit
The experience takes place inside a dome with a diameter of 11 metres, created by Portable
Multimedia Solutions and Eurecat, with unprecedented 3D sound characteristics.
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The sound and light creation takes as its
starting point the musical composition
written by Marc Marzenit using a 3D sound
system, inspired, mixed and enhanced by
the musician’s creation during a parabolic
flight in microgravity.
The light creation, designed by Playmodes
on the basis of protocols created by
Albert Barqué-Duran, explores a series
of audiovisual impulses that interact with
human perception and the cognitive system
with the aim of creating floating sensations.
It is integrated into the arrises of the dome,
generating a geometric pattern which,
together with the sound creation, envelops
the spectator.
The inputs of both creations are the data of
physical and bodily variables recorded by
sensors during the parabolic flight.
In both cases, the creative design was
motivated by the scientific hypothesis of vestibular stimulation being researched by the cognitive
science laboratory VeME Lab--Vestibular Multisensory Embodiment Lab at Royal Holloway,
University of London.

Light Installation sketch
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EXHIBITION
S A V N A C, a speculative prototype to experience artistic creations in zero gravity
Designed and produced by Albert Barqué-Duran.
This piece is created with the aim of rethinking a
collection of classical art materials and designing
them to be manipulated and exhibited in microgravity
environments.
The proposal of researcher and artist Albert BarquéDuran is to construct a prototype called S A V N A C,
the word “canvas” written backwards. This prototype
is intended to be a classic canvas, redesigned in 3D,
adapted to be manipulated and perceived in a 360°
floating environment that allows the artist to produce
an ephemeral work of art in moments of zero gravity.

TELEMETRON, an instrument for use on board a spacecraft or in outer space. Created
by Nicole L’Huillier and Sands Fish.
The Telemetron is a unique way of performing music
that exploits the poetics of zero gravity and opens up
a new field of musical creativity. The project attempts
to expand expression beyond the limits of earthbased instruments and performers. Using sensors
and data transmission and capture (for performance
after flight), and their experience as composers and
performers, Sands Fish and Nicole L’Huillier explore
a new body language for music.
The Telemetron was played for the first time
during the inaugural Media Lab Space Exploration
Initiative’s Zero G flight. This instrument is a clear
dodecahedron chamber that contains customized
“chimes” containing gyroscopes. The chimes emit their telemetry as they spin and collide. Sensors
record the position, direction, and spin of each chime. These elements create the composition.
The performers play the instrument by moving it in space, shaking it, colliding it. The performance
can be recorded to be experienced on earth or used as a live instrument during future space
flights. The instrument can be played inside space craft or in the vacuum of space without the
benefit of sound waves.
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Prototypes of smart suits designed to be worn in zero gravity.
Designed by Denise Graus, Toni Sobrino and Masha Novikova, former students on the
Higher Diploma in Fashion Design and BA (Hons) in Fashion Design, under the tutorship of
Francesc Grau and Tatiana de la Fuente. IED Barcelona Design University.
SOFT WEARABLE to detect, monitor and provide data about the physiological state: Paul
Lacharmoise, Rosa Rodríguez, Joan García, Fabián García. Eurecat
The suits are designed to be worn in zero gravity, taking as their
reference the thesis “The aesthetic of verticality: a gravitational
contribution to aesthetic preference” (Gallagher and Ferrè, 2018).
Their designs are devised from a 360º aesthetic perspective, offering
different, thought-provoking outlines and shapes according to
the conditions of gravity in which they are worn. To do so, they use
textures, volumes and transparencies to make the suits dynamic and
change perception of them in movement.
Technical and futuristic materials combine with other, more earthly
ones such as raffia, straw, seeds and dried flowers to evoke the
earth/space binomial and give the artists a technological terrestrial
melancholy. The fabrics are manipulated to incorporate these tiny
earthly souvenirs which may also, if possible, serve to create life on
another planet. They have also designed prints inspired by different
elements of the blue planet, such as water, the light pollution of big
cities, and industrialised areas.

Albert Barqué-Duran suit

These suits are equipped to incorporate a device made by Eurecat
that is specifically designed to monitor and give information about the
physiological state of the person who wears it. It combines two sensors
that measure heart rate and breathing rate in dynamic conditions
during the physical exercises.
The strap consists of a functional area where the sensors and
connectors are attached, and the adjustable belt. The data collected
is sent wirelessly to a smartphone, tablet or computer, giving the
individual a precise, real-time reading. The device is powered by a
rechargeable battery, with an external wall adapter, connected by a
USB micro cable.

Marc Marzenit suit

The final result of the smart suit project is the product of a collaboration
project between the IED Barcelona Design University and Eurecat
(Centre Tecnològic de Catalunya).

Elisa Ferrè suit
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Informative video of the TZGB project
The informative video comes in documentary format and will explain the creative motivation
and research experience of this project. The aim is to encourage the public to reflect on what life
would be like for humankind beyond planet Earth, and what cultural and artistic implications this
would have. The video aims to provoke dialogue and discussion about the future of humanity
and its possible life beyond our planet, from artistic, scientific, technological, humanistic and
philosophical perspectives and disciplines.
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5. Potential audience
The Zero-Gravity Band aims to reach Sónar’s international public, and audiences in Catalonia
and the rest of the world present at the festival and in future itineraries. Given that the two
artists are from Mollerussa (Lleida), it is planned to make the first itinerary in Lleida city, with
parallel activities in Mollerussa.
Our intention is to bring the project to everyone who is interested in art, but also in the
future of humanity and in the new worldwide trends in science and technology in a way that
is attractive, spectacular, and comprehensible.
Sónar 2017 figures

+123.000
Attendees
5500 Accredited professionals
From 64 countries

3242 Participating companies
From the creative industries

258 Total activities

Congress, Exhibition, AV Experiences
and Networking

1244 Networking Meetings

Meet the Expert, The Investor, Mentoring for
Startups and Artists Wanted

30 MarketLab stands
En Startup Garden

46 Talks

With over 90 participants from 15 countries
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6. Team

Albert Barqué-Duran, PhD

Marc Marzenit

Albert is a Postdoctoral Researcher in
Cognitive Science at City, University of
London, and a contemporary artist. His
research focuses on new theoretical
approaches to decision-making and
cognitive systems. His works of art and
shows are inspired by his research and
combine classical fine art techniques, such
as oil painting, with data, the digital arts and
experimental electronic music.

Musician, composer, music producer and
sound engineer. Precociousness in techno
has its best and most recent representation
in Marzenit. At the age of 11, while studying
classical music at a music academy, he
acquired his first synthesiser and at age
14 he was already walking through the
Sónar electronic music festival in search of
electronic emotions. A year later, he created
his first label, Paradigma Musik, which has
several international artists.

He directs disruptive projects at the
intersection of art and research with
the aim of finding new formats for the
generation of scientific knowledge to
reflect on contemporary and futuristic
issues and their cultural implications. He
has shown and performed at Sónar+D
(Barcelona), Creative Reactions (London,
United Kingdom), Cambridge Neuroscience
Society (Cambridge, United Kingdom), Max
Plank (Berlin, Germany), and SciArt Center
(New York, USA).

In addition to these impeccable credentials,
Marc’s talent distinguishes him from many
other talented artists: he takes electronic
music beyond the dance floor with projects
such as his “Suite on the Clouds”, a visual
3D show with 8 violinists, a harp, symphonic
percussion, several synthesisers and a grand
piano. This type of project is based on his
classical training and shows an integrative
approach to electronic music: combining
acoustic, analogue and digital instruments
in the same show.
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Director of the Vestibular Multisensory Embodiment Lab
and lecturer in Biological Psychology in the Department
of Psychology at the Royal Holloway University, London,
where she has been since 2015. Previously she gained
her postdoctoral degree at the Institute of Cognitive
Neuroscience at University College, London. In 2012
she completed her PhD at the University of Pavia.
Her research focuses on how the brain calculates
gravity, but also how gravity shapes human behaviour.
Her recent research explores how gravity influences
the aesthetic experience. Her laboratory is supported,
among others, by the European Low-Gravity Research
Association and the European Space Agency.

Elisa Ferrè, PhD

“Space” musical instrument prototype
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Nicole L’Huillier

Sand Fish

Transdisciplinary artist, musician and architect.
Nicole is a PhD researcher at the MIT Media Lab,
the Opera of the Future group. Her research
focuses on exploring spatial experience and
perception, and the relationship between
sound and space. She is currently creating
multi-sensory
immersive
environments,
opening the debate about possible futures,
redefining how we perceive our world, and
especially creating connections of proximity
and empathy between humans and nonhuman agents.

Artist, designer and engineer based in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA, where
he is part of the MIT Media Lab’s Space
Exploration Initiative project. Working at the
intersection of art, design and technology,
Sands explores the representations of power
and how creative processes and speculative
design strategies can complicate or intervene
in these relationships. He uses the language
of interfaces and devices to speculate on how
humans will create and interact with their tools,
and how they will be involved in the creation
of our future.

“Space” suit design

Light creation design

Design team:
Toni Sobrino, Masha Novikova and Denise
Graus, designers
Francesc Grau and Tatiana de la Fuente,
tutors

Playmodes is an audiovisual research study.
A hybrid team of engineers, musicians
and designers bring to life lighting and
sound instruments that they themselves
develop. This digital instrument-crafting
sees them apply their creativity to immersive
installations, scenery and mapping of videoprojections on a journey beyond the square
frame of the traditional screen.

IED Barcelona Design University is Spain’s
most international design school in the
disciplines of Design, Fashion, Visual
Communication and Management for
Creative Companies. Since it opened
in Barcelona in 2002, over 100 different
nationalities of students have studied there,
and, every year, 65% of students come from
countries such as Colombia, Sweden, Mexico,
Iceland and Russia, creating a multicultural,
cosmopolitan atmosphere.
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7. Credits
The Zero-Gravity Band is a project organised by the Quo Artis Foundation, with the support
of the Diputació de Lleida provincial council, Mollerussa Town Council, and the University
of Lleida.
The project will be presented at Sónar+D between 13-16 June 2018 and its first touring
exhibition will be in Lleida.

Idea and conceptualisation
Albert Barqué-Duran, PhD in Cognitive Sciences and contemporary artist
Marc Marzenit, musician, composer, music producer and sound engineer
Scientific committee
Albert Barqué-Duran, PhD and contemporary artist. Postdoctoral Researcher in Cognitive
Sciences at the City, University of London.
Elisa Ferrè, PhD, Professor of Biological Psychology. Director of Laboratory Vestibular
Multisensory Embodiment (VeME Lab) Department of Psychology, Royal Holloway University
of London.
Quo Artis Foundation
Tatiana Kourochkina, President
Project direction
Teresa Roig
Musical creation
Marc Marzenit
Light creation
Albert Barqué-Duran, perceptive protocols
Playmodes, design
“S A V N A C”
Albert Barqué-Duran
“TELEMETRON”
Nicole L’Huillier, PhD at the MIT Media Lab in the Opera of The Future group
Sands Fish, MIT Media Lab Space Exploration Initiative
“Space” suits creation
IED Barcelona Design University
Toni Sobrino, Masha Novikova and Denise Graus (designers)
Francesc Grau and Tatiana de la Fuente (tutors)
Exhibition coordination, production and installation
Claudia P. Machuca Santibáñez
Audiovisual technologies advisor
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Adan Garriga
Design dome SFËAR and production advisor
Andrés Llopis
Audiovisuals creators and advisors
Mike Pfau
Guillermo Barguñó
Organisation and production
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